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Landen—Who Might Have Sung It?
David Friddle

Jauchzet Gott in allen landen is one of four cantatas for solo soprano: 
BWV 51, 52, 84, and 199. It is exhilarating, virtuosic, enigmatic; and 
even though a beautiful manuscript exists that specifies the Sunday for 
which it is written, there are surprisingly few uncontested facts about its 

genesis. Using archaeological research, careful analysis, and empirical observa-
tion, I will demonstrate how the age of male onset puberty has dropped since 
the eighteenth century —and how that impacted Bach’s sopranos; with the 
help of the Bach-Archiv in Leipzig, we will examine the daily life of a boy in 
the Thomasschule, as well as the makeup of Bach’s choirs in the four Leipzig 
churches he oversaw; finally, we will probe the identity of who—adult female, 
castrato, or prepubescent male—actually sang its first performance.

WHEN MIGHT HAVE BACH COMPOSED BWV 51?

Among the scholarly community one finds widespread disagreement about 
when Jauchzet Gott was composed and first performed.

Adam Friedrich Geisler, der Jüngere, Ansichten der Stadt Leipzig; III. Suite vom Leipzig; II. Auf 
dem Thomas-Kirchhofe mit Blick zur Thomas-kirche (“Views of the city of Leipzig; III. Leipzig 
Suite; II. On the Thomaskirche plaza with a view of Thomaskirche”), colored sketch on paper, 
1790. Note the choirboys in their tricornes and capes walking toward the Thomasschule on 
the left. [Source: Stadtgeschichtliches Museum Leipzig, S0005154, by permission.]
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In the case of Cantata 51, the music could have been per-
formed at special Nikolaikirche services that opened the 
three annual 1730 Leipzig Fairs: [1] Winter, New Year’s 
Day, or the Feast of Epiphany (January 6); [2] Spring, 
Jubilate (Third Sunday after Easter); and [3] Fall—
St. Michael and All-Angels, September 29. Cantata 51 was 
conceived for the Italian interests of the Saxe-Weißenfels 
Court in 1729 or its authority at the Dresden Court in 
Saxony in 1731 and then for the 15th Sunday after Trinity 
in Leipzig. Bach added the specific sacred service designa-
tion and a few textual changes in the 1730s.1

Moreover, the demands of the vocal part go beyond 
anything that Bach asked of his soprano solos—which in 
Leipzig could be sung only by boys—and suggest instead 
that the part was intended for a professional female 
singer or castrato and thus indicate different perfor-
mance conditions, probably at court (Example 1). More 
recent considerations have suggested that Bach might 
have written the piece for the Weißenfels court, where 
this type of cantata for solo voice and trumpet enjoyed 
particular popularity, especially on the birthdays of Duke 
Christian of Sachsen-Weißenfels and his wife. For the 
Duke’s birthdays in 1713 and 1725, respectively, Bach 
had composed his Jagdkantate (Hunting Cantata) BWV 
208, and Schäferkantate (Shepherd Cantata) BWV 249a. 
He was also invited to the Duke’s birthday celebrations 
in 1729 (repeat of BWV 208), and he returned from this 
journey with the title of “Hofkapellmeister of Sachsen-
Weißenfels.” A link between these events and the cantata 
is therefore highly probable.2

Oddly, the verifiable information contained in the 
score and performing parts offer little help.

The surviving original sources (score and performing 
parts) unfortunately offer no further clues as to the work’s 
history, except the information that after 1730 at least one 
further performance took place. And the work probably 
originated somewhat earlier, for an unknown occasion 
not long before 1730.3

Sean Burton, conductor of the Boston Orpheus 
Ensemble, ventures that it “may even have been intended 
to serve as music for New Year’s . . . or other celebrations 
in the ecclesiastical year such as Michaelmas Day or even 
an election of the Council in Leipzig.”4

Robert L. Marshall, Sachar Professor of Music at 
Brandeis University, has yet another theory that pro-

poses a possible date based on stylistic characteristics 
in BWV 51 that were common at the Dresden court. 
He writes that,

BWV 51 represents a new fresh element in Bach’s music—
a stylistic trait, then, and a manner of vocal writing one 
would surely have associated at the time with nothing 
so much as the Italian opera—of the kind cultivated 
in Dresden. It is therefore an irresistible temptation 
to suggest that Bach wrote Cantata 51 for a singer at 
the Dresden court, perhaps one of the five sopranos 
who finally arrived, amid much eager anticipation, in 
the summer of 1730 after six years of training in Italy. 

Example 1. J. S. Bach, Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen, BWV 
51, 1730. mvt. 1. [D-B Mus.ms. Bach P 107, Staatsbibliothek 
zu Berlin—Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit 
Mendelssohn-Archiv, by permission.] Notice the coloratura 
runs and skips; keep in mind the score is in soprano clef.

http://Mus.ms
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Perhaps, more specifically, the soprano part was intended 
for the castrato

Giovanni Bindi, one of the newcomers, who rapidly 
became a favorite of the Dresdeners and for whom 
[Kapellmeister Johann Adolph] Hasse [1699–1783] liked 
to write up to high c’, the highest note, incidentally, in 
our cantata. Bach could have had occasion to hear Bindi 
in the three months between the singer’s arrival and the 
presumed date of the cantata, and familiarized himself 
with his voice, at that time.

It is even conceivable that Bach wrote the cantata 
exactly one year later—a possibility not excluded by 
the external evidence—for none other than the divine 
Faustina Bordoni Hasse [1700–1781] herself. She made 
her Dresden debut on September 13, 1731, in Hasse’s 
opera Cleofide at a performance that Bach undoubtedly 
heard, since on the following afternoon, in the presence 
of “the assembled musicians and virtuosi of the court,” he 
gave an organ recital in the Sophienkirche. Bach would 
surely have known in advance about Faustina’s arrival, 
would have been familiar with her reputation as a bril-
liant virtuosa, and could have prepared the handsome 
autograph to present to her as a welcoming gift upon 
her debut in Dresden.5

These suppositions are based on written sources and 
known facts about Bach’s travels and his association 
with courts and municipalities.

Dr. Reinmar Emans of the Universität Hamburg 
Institut für Historische Musikwissenschaft suggests a 
possible time period by examining Bach’s treatment 
of texts.

In a cantata written before his Leipzig period, Bach re-
uses the text in a different context, without any attention 
to the senses rhetoric-us [rhetorical sense] as defined by 
Johann Mattheson [in Der vollkommene Capellmeister 
. . . (The Consummate Choirmaster . . . )]6

However, in the cantata Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen, 
BWV 51/3 (whose premiere is dated by [German musi-
cologist Alfred] Dürr as “17.9.1730”), Bach treats the 
text in like manner when he pulls it apart and rearranges 
it as follows: Höchster, mache seine Güte ferner alle 
Morgen [Lord, show your kindness all morning] now 
becomes mache ferner deine Güte alle Morgen [and 
show your kindness every morning], by means of which 
the fundamental statement, das NEUmachen (renewal) 
is suppressed. Such division and rearrangement are no 
longer in evidence in the Leipzig cantatas.7

This idea is appealing for a few reasons: As he matured 
as a vocal composer, Bach’s settings of texts became more 
sophisticated, moving away from the strictures he may 
have learned by copying the scores of older composers. 
Another observation that “speaks for BWV 51/3 as being 
of an earlier date is the fact that, in it, Bach hardly makes 
use of those freedoms of text setting that became more 
strongly evidenced in his work after about 1725.”8

Yet another indicator for allotting an earlier date to 
this movement is to be found in its treatment of the 
continuo parts. In very few of the continuo movements 
written after 1725, the continuo part either repeats the 
previous ritornello (a practice that is more the hallmark 
of the cantatas pre-1725) upon the entry of the other 
vocal parts or states new thematic material. Bach equally 
enjoys taking over the motives for the vocal parts and 
incorporating them into the introductory ritornellos. 
In BWV 51/3, however, he extends the continuo as an 
ostinato over the beginning of the vocal parts—a method 
in which he pays no attention to the correspondence of 
the two parts—a practice no longer found in his music 
after 1725. For the reasons discussed above, we should be 
able to limit the composition of BWV 51/3 to the years 
between 1719 and 1723.9

Renowned Bach scholar Christoph Wolff’s only 
mention of BWV 51 in his extensive and exhaustively 
researched entry on Bach in New Grove is in the table 
of cantatas at the very end; the data provided does not 
include a possible composition date. Julian Mincham 
writes that “This work is known to have been performed 
around 1730 but was probably composed some time ear-
lier.”10 But Wolff makes a different assertion in liner notes 
to a recording of BWV 51 conducted by Ton Koopman.

The cantata Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen, BWV 51, 
was performed on 17 September 1730, the 15th Sunday 
after Trinity—the only surviving cantata of Bach for this 
liturgical date. However, the work probably originated 
somewhat earlier, for an unknown occasion not long 
before 1730. Moreover, the express indication “et in ogni 
tempo” (for any season) shows that Bach did not consider 
the work’s liturgical function to be restricted to Trinity 
Sunday. Also, there is no close connection to the Sunday 
Gospel (Matthew 6:24–34, from the Sermon on the 
Mount). The author of the text is unknown; the conclud-
ing movement uses a strophe from Johann Gramann’s 
Lied “Nun lob, mein Seel, den Herren” (1548).
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The surviving original sources (score and performing 
parts) unfortunately offer no further clues as to the work’s 
history, except the information that after 1730 at least 
one further performance took place. This extraordinarily 
attractive work requires two virtuoso soloists, soprano 
and trumpet, accompanied by strings and continuo. The 
sober chorale arrangement in movement 4 prepares for 
the impressive finale (movement 5) on the final word of 
the chorale strophe, “Alleluja.”11

Bärenreiter, which publishes Bach’s complete works 
in the Neue Bach Ausgabe, is willing to date BWV 51 only 
as having been composed around 1730; thus, it seems 
that an absolute date of composition cannot be deduced 
from the information that is available today.

HOW THE AGE OF ONSET MALE 
PUBERTY HAS DECREASED

Collective wisdom among choral professionals is that 
the onset of puberty is sooner in children living in 
twenty-first century developed countries than earlier 
in history. Various explanations are bandied about: 
increased dietary protein, improved sanitation, advanced 
healthcare, among others. As it happens, some of these 
suppositions are accurate guesses—as a study of skeletal 
remains in Roman Britain reveals.

The timing of pubertal development is highly variable 
between individuals and populations, as a consequence 
of genetic and environmental factors. The environ-
ment is broadly defined as external influences and can 
relate to features of the physical environment (e.g., high 
prevalence of infectious disease as a consequence of liv-
ing conditions) and also the social environment (e.g., 
socioeconomic status).12

Moreover, “in Western countries, where reliable writ-
ten records are available, there is evidence that over the 
last 200 years a decrease in the age of puberty onset has 
paralleled improvements in socioeconomic conditions 
and nutrition.”13 In 2016, three research scientists in 
England completed a groundbreaking study into the 
historical onset of puberty in three urban areas: York, 
Barton-upon Humber, and London.

Today, “adolescence” is a term used to cover the unique 
human period that falls between childhood and adult-
hood . . . In the medieval period, this transition was 

often defined by the individual leaving home for work 
and gaining economic autonomy . . . In the 12th century, 
Cluniac orders placed “adolesencia” at 15 years, and 
considered this the time at which boys entered puberty.

Adolescents began puberty at a similar age to modern 
children at around 10–12 years, but the onset of men-
arche in girls was delayed by up to 3 years, occurring 
around 15 for most in the study sample and 17 years for 
females living in London. Modern European males usu-
ally complete their maturation by 16–18 years; medieval 
males took longer with the deceleration stage of the 
growth spurt extending as late as 21 years.14

The study was comprehensive and far-reaching: “In 
total, 994 adolescent skeletons (10–25 years) from three 
urban sites in medieval England (AD 900–1550) were 
analyzed for evidence of pubertal stage using new osteo-
logical techniques developed from the clinical literature 
. . .”15 The conclusions of the medieval study are telling: 
“This research provides the first attempt to directly assess 
the age of pubertal development in adolescents during 
the tenth to seventeenth centuries. Poor diet, infections, 
and physical exertion may have contributed to delayed 
development in the medieval adolescents, particularly 
for those living in the city of London.”16 

So it appears that the onset—and halt—of puberty 
was greatly advanced in pre-1800 societies. Indeed, boys’ 
voices sometimes didn’t change until the age of eighteen 
(e.g., Haydn). This is not a modern puzzlement.

In the nineteenth century, the age at which voice muta-
tion occurred declined first among the well-to-do, whose 
diet and general health care were above average. In the 
second decade of that century, von Kiigelgen, the son 
of a high-society portrait painter, experienced his vocal 
change at the unusually early age of fourteen-and-one-
half, and he reported in his autobiography that he sang 
the bass part in a choir at age seventeen.17

Toward the end of the eighteenth century, when many 
boys experienced an earlier mutation of their voices than 
what their elders considered normal, anxious educa-
tors found a deep voice in a teenager disturbing. The 
German educator Johann Friedrich Oest (1755–1815) 
was convinced that early voice change was a sure sign 
of masturbation.

In the towns where so-called choirs are located, the 
children are particularly attentive to their treble voice. If 
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their voice breaks noticeably before the age of seventeen, 
and they otherwise observe the dietary rules of a soprano, 
the break could occur because of complaints about their 
lung and breast, or from the same night-time evil from 
other known causes.18

Happily for us, the British conductor and researcher 
Prof. Stephen F. Daw of Worcester College, Oxford, 
studied the choir rosters of the Thomasschule during 
Bach’s time. The results are so remarkable that I reprint 
them in their entirety.

Though the trend towards earlier maturation in children 
in Europe during the last 100 years is well established, 
data which would fix the average age of puberty for ear-
lier times are very scarce. Our knowledge of J. S. Bach’s 
singers is sufficient to enable us to carry out an analysis 
which throws some light on the situation in Leipzig in 
the mid-eighteenth century.

Bach was employed in Leipzig from 1723 until his 
death in 1750 and was responsible for three choirs. 
The singers in each of these were all male, and each 
choir included a number of sopranos (trebles), altos, 
tenors and basses. Nearly all the singers were drawn 
from the Thomasschule, where they were musical 
boarding scholars.

We do not know for certain the voices of the individual 
scholars except for the year 1744, for which a separate 
list survives. However, it is possible to estimate com-
position of the choirs with varying degrees of certainty 
for most of Bach’s time in Leipzig, and the ratios of the 
voices recorded in 1744 were very probably constant 
throughout this time.

From what we know of the practice of Bach’s day and 
from the evidence of 1744, it is accepted by most musi-
cians that Bach’s alto singers were those whose voices 
were in the transitional stage of breaking, when the upper 
notes became inaccessible to them, and when they would 
also become able to descend to the lower notes of the 
alto range. Tenors and basses were those whose voices 
had broken completely and sopranos were those whose 
voices were still unbroken.

There were 57 persons in the 1744 choir and the pro-
portion of unbroken alto to broken voices was 8 : 5 : 16.

These proportions applied in strict ascendency 
of age to the estimated numbers in the choirs in the 
other years (which vary from seventeen to forty-seven) 
results in a graph, showing the possible maximum and 
minimum ages of the alto fraction at the close of each 
year [Figure 1]. To assume the graph is entirely accurate 
would be dangerous; even in 1744 the presence of some 

exceptionally old sopranos makes the actual minimum 
age of the altos lower than the ratio-based graph would 
lead us to expect; for this year, the true maximum and 
minimum ages are marked to demonstrate this. The 
most obvious feature of this graph is the steep rise in the 
average age of the altos in the 1740s. One explanation of 
this would appear to be the poverty caused in Saxony by 
the War of the Austrian Succession (1740–1748). Leipzig, 
the second largest town in the principality, suffered the 
imposition of crippling taxes, and in 1745, the town was 
occupied for about three weeks by a Prussian army, which 
forced the citizens to supply it with provisions. All this 
must have affected the diet and possibly the health of the 
Thomasschule scholars. Deaths at the school increased 
markedly during those years.

Regarding the general average development of the 
singers’ voices, the following conclusions may be drawn 
from the material outlined above:
• Few voices began to break before 16 years;
• Hardly any had completely broken by 17 years;
• Most voices had begun to break by 18 years;
• Most voices completed breaking between 17½ and 

18½—the length of time that the change took would 
vary from one singer to another;

• Unusually, the late development resulted in sopranos 
and altos of 19 and even 20 years.

Probably the average age of midbreaks was between 17 
and 17¼ years. This may be contrasted with the value for 
London boys in 1959, which was 13.3 years. This figure 
is obtained by subtracting 6 months from the value for 
50% fully broken given by Scott (1961), on the basis that 
the whole process of voice-breaking on average takes 
about a year. Thus, the secular trend from 1740 to 1959 
is about 4 years.

To summarize: the average age for breaking of the 
voice in members of J. S. Bach’s choirs in Leipzig in 
1727–1749 was probably about 18.0 years.19

Remembering that voices then broke at the age of 17 or 
18, it is clear that Bach could count on solo trebles who 
already had some ten years’ practical singing experi-
ence—an ideal situation that is impossible to reproduce 
in boys’ choirs of today. Indeed, Christian Friedrich 
Schemelli seems to have entered the Thomasschule as a 
17-year-old soprano.20

Furthermore, “Bach’s sopranos and (boy) altos 
were significantly older than their counterparts today. 
Much thinking about the liturgical music of the past 
is unconsciously colored by the quintessentially ‘ethe-
real,’ soft-edged, floated tones of Anglican choirboys, 
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yet such sounds are unlikely to have been cultivated 
in eighteenth-century Germany (Bach several times 
commends particular voices as ‘eine (ziemlich) starcke 
Stimme’ [strong or quite strong]).”21 

There is no way to verify or disprove any reasoned 
speculation of performances that might have taken place 
either before or after that Sunday; an adult female or 
castrato may well have sung it, and, given the quality 
of opera singers in the eighteenth century, the perfor-
mances were likely outstanding. That being said, any 
such performances are irrelevant to this premise, for in 
the German Lutheran church in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries neither females nor castrati were 
permitted to sing in choirs during services.

Accordingly, we can safely assume that, because of 
the delayed onset of puberty, combined with the pre-
sumably excellent voice training the boys received from 
Bach himself—he was once a paid soprano, after all—it 

doesn’t seem an unreasonable stretch to conclude that 
there would have been at least one boy who was able 
to sing BWV 51 in September 1730; there simply is no 
other option.

LIFE AS AN “ALUMNÆ” IN 
THE THOMANERCHOR

Thomasschule was founded in 1212 by Margrave 
Dietrich von Meißen, making it among the oldest 
schools in Europe. It was run as schola pauperum, a 
free school intended to benefit the poor, by the Canons 
Regular of St. Augustine; the monks founded the 
Thomaskirche the same year.22 

In 1539, the city of Leipzig took over ownership of the 
school, after which the council issued regulations about 
fees, grades, and conduct. In one such document, The 
Rules Established for the Thomasschule by a Noble and 
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Figure 1. Graph showing the maximum and minimum estimates of ages of Altos in 
Bach’s choirs. The crosses represent actual maximum and minimum for 1744.
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Very Wise Leipzig City Council, in Part 1: “About Piety,” 
the first paragraph contains this rejoinder:

Since the ultimate purpose of these rules is to make them 
wise and blissfully happy, the obedience which is required 
of them is founded upon the virtues just mentioned here. 
If this type of instruction takes place, then it will hardly be 
necessary to issue a strict order or punishment; and yet 
this set of rules must include them so that no one should 
gain an advantage from a malicious act or that such an 
act might remain unpunished.

And just to be certain the boys know their place, the final 
page reads, “The primary rule is: Promote the well-being 
of this school.”23 In exchange for taking direct control of 
the school, one would hope that the Leipzig City Council 
would maintain the building, ensure cleanliness, and 
provide nutritious meals. Regrettably, however, this was 
not the reality. “Life wasn’t very nice for those boys in 
the Thomasschule. There was dirt and rats everywhere. 
So, it seems to be a wonder they could sing like angels.”24 
Indeed, in addition to the demands of their classroom 
education, hours and hours of rehearsals, and multiple 
Sunday services, the boys also had to contribute to 
the cost of their room and board. As these rare images 
demonstrate, the boys were overworked in every aspect 
of their lives (Figure 2).

In his entry in New Grove, Wolff writes that

Musical aptitude was a decisive factor in the selection 
of pupils for the Thomasschule, and it was the Kantor’s 
responsibility to assess and train them. This was furthered 

by the daily singing lessons, mostly given by the Kantor. 
There was also instrumental instruction for the ablest 
pupils, which Bach had to provide free of charge but was 
thus enabled to make good any shortage of instrumental-
ists for his performances. Indeed, the number of profes-
sional musicians employed by the town (four Stadtpfeifer 
[city pipers], three fiddlers and one apprentice) was held 
throughout his period of office at the same level as had 
obtained during the seventeenth century. For further 
instrumentalists Bach drew on the university students. 
In general, the age of the Thomasschule pupils ranged 
between twelve and twenty-three.25

During Bach’s tenure as Thomaskantor, more than 
300 boys aged between 9 and 20 were enrolled in the 
Thomasschule. Their school fees were financed by 
singing services for the people of Leipzig—weddings, 
funerals, but also, and especially, during the services in 
the city churches. They sang not only in Thomaskirche, 
but also had to provide music for early services in the 
Nikolaikirche every other week. Smaller groups of the 
choir were sent by Bach to the two secondary churches—
the Neuekirche and the Peterskirche—in parallel with 
their singing services. Bach’s cantatas were reserved for 
the services of the two main churches, Thomaskirche 
and Nikolaikirche.26

The normal forces for Bach’s cantata performances 
would have included three St Thomas students plus one 
university student as a bass. This leads to new questions: 
were three St Thomas pupils enough, bearing in mind the 
student bass, or would we have to imagine that a falset-

Figure 2. These rare images of Thomasschule alumnæ are found in Eduard Crass’s book Die Thomaner. Kommentierter 
Bildbericht Über Ihre 750 jährige Geschichte 1212–1962 (Leipzig: VEB Verlag Enzyklopädie, 1962). Clockwise from upper 
right: Leichenzug im 18. Jahrhundert mit Kantorei und Kantor (Eighteenth-century funeral procession with church choir and 
director), 24; Thomaner in Dreispitz und “Schalaune” (Umhang) singen die Kurrende (St. Thomas School students in tricorners 
and (shaving) capes singing carols), 34; Thomaner (6) geleiten, Choräle singend, einen Verbrecher (10) zur Richtstätte, 1721 
(Six Thomasschule students sing chorales while guiding a criminal to the place of execution, 1721), 25.
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tist [teenagers whose voices had broken and could sing 
falsetto into upper tessituras] and alto and tenor singers 
were also employed?

At any rate, he seems to have had difficulties in count-
ing on eight choral singers in Leipzig . . . [and] from the 
beginning of September 1723 to May 1724—he clearly 
avoided difficult soprano solos. That Bach would from 
time to time have singled out individual St Thomas stu-
dents to train them to become proficient singers, ideally 
these boys would have been identical to his copyists, for 
that would have greatly relieved the rehearsal work.  

Yet if this assumption is plausible, it must also include 
the possibility of years in which Bach, in spite of all his 
efforts, had no single capable soprano singer at his dis-
posal and thus was committed to using falsettists. At least 
until 1730 Bach clearly had to rely on the services of St 
Thomas students for his performances.27

On Sundays “The normal performing forces consisted 
of some 16 singers and 18 instrumentalists; the precise 
number varied according to the work, but it was rare for 
the total number of singers and players to fall below 25 
or to exceed 40.”28 Bach’s forces were not inconsiderable, 
but, as we all know, it is better to have too many singers 
than too few.

One of Bach’s daily duties—apparently for him an 
onerous one—was to give private voice lessons to the 
singing schoolboys. “Bach trained his St Thomas stu-
dents systematically to become qualified singers, so that 
the situation might have improved from year to year.”29 
Furthermore, “From Bach’s later Leipzig years, we might 
recall the matter of performance questions in the argu-
ments between Johann Adolph Scheibe and Johann 
Abraham Birnbaum. Scheibe’s claim that Bach’s vocal 
compositions practically defied performance is rejected 
by Birnbaum; he points out that technical difficulties are 
indeed mastered in court chapels, as shown by the court 
chapel of Dresden.”30

As is typical in collegiate campuses across the nation, 
where junior faculty members and even graduate stu-
dents direct the less advanced ensembles,

[t]he Kantor himself conducted the most highly skilled 
group, the first Kantorei, consisting of the school’s 
best singers. They were accompanied by eight profes-
sional instrumentalists on the municipal payroll: four 
Stadtpfeifer (literally, town pipers); the city’s top-ranked 
musicians whose leader was the extraordinary trumpeter, 
Gottfried Reiche; three Kunstgeiger (trained violinists, 

also professionals); and a journeyman. This ensemble 
was augmented as necessary by university students, who 
received honoraria. The instrumentalists performed the 
“concerted,” or “figural” music, that is, the cantata.

While Bach was conducting the first chorus, the sing-
ers of the second chorus, under the direction of one of the 
student “prefects” (that is, an assistant chosen by Bach) 
performed a less-demanding work, normally a motet, in 
the other main church. The third and fourth choruses 
were deployed at the New Church and St. Peter’s and led 
by student prefects, as well.31

In 1729, Christian Ludwig Stieglitz, Rector of the 
Thomasschule, sent a petition to the Leipzig Council 
known as “Die Einteilung des Thomaner-chores in 
4 Chöre Leipzig, vor dem 18.5.1729” (The division 
of the Thomanerchor into 4 choirs in Leipzig, before 
18.5.1729). In it, Stieglitz remarked that Bach needed 
“44 boys for singing the services in all five churches. 
Bach indicated that twelve alumni (3 discantists [male 
soprano or falsettist], 3 altos, 3 tenors, and 3 basses) 
would be necessary for singing in each of the two main 
churches (St. Nikolas and St. Thomas) as well as in the 
Neue Kirche (New Church). An additional eight Thomas 
scholars (but only two per voice part) would be necessary 
for the less demanding choral singing in St. Peter’s.”32

Bach’s relations with the town council were frequently 
testy; the school and churches provided no financial 
support, only the town of Leipzig did. If he required 
extra singers or instrumentalists or a new harpsichord 
or—presumably—maintenance of the organs and other 
instruments, he had to ask the Council. Bach wasn’t 
much for authority; he had defied the authorities in 
Arnstadt by overstaying his leave by three months, and 
let us not forget the month in the Duke of Weimar’s jail.

It is evident that by 1730, after six years of torrid 
composition, Bach was exhausted, bitter, and perhaps 
depressed. He had not received the proper sort of appre-
ciation, support, and reward for his great labors that he 
expected. Never one to back down from a fight, he had to 
respond to accusations made by Councilman Christian 
Ludwig Stieglitz that the “Der Cantor tuet nichts!” [The 
Cantor does nothing!]33 The extent of his disillusion-
ment can be seen in a remarkable document that he 
submitted to the Leipzig Council on August 23, 1730.34

In Kurtzer; iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff einer wohl-
bestallten Kirchen Music; nebst einigem unvorgreiflichen 
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Bedencken von dem Verfall derselben [Short But Most 
Necessary Draft for a Well-Appointed Church Music; 
along with a few modest thoughts regarding its decline], 
he states the reasons why he is unable to perform his 
cantonal duties.35

Vocalists and instrumentalists are necessary to well-
maintained church music. The vocalists in this place 
are formed by the pupils of St. Thomas, and indeed are 
four sorts of sopranos [male discants], altos, tenors, 
and basses. So that the choral pieces of this church be 
performed as is fitting, the vocalists should be further 
divided into two sorts: concertists [soloists] and ripien-
ists [the chorus]. The soloists are usually 4 in number, 
although 5, 6, 7, or 8 are necessary when double choirs 
are required. The choruses should have at least eight, 
namely two for each voice.36

It does not seem to be true that these statistics applied 
to the First Choir, which sang the cantatas and can be 
deduced from the recorded names and ages of this choir, 
which were actually noted down in 1744, and which 
are also apparently listed by Bach himself in the 1730 
memorandum. From the names and ages available, it is 
clear that the First Choir contained about 17 members; 
in the two lists, the singers named were of the ages indi-
cated in Figure 3.

BWV 51: THE TIP-OFF THAT CLEARS 
UP THE CONUNDRUM

One of the arguments made in favor of only an adult 
female voice being suitable for the admittedly demand-
ing technical challenges is that adolescent boys were 
incapable of overcoming them. The ideas that BWV 51 
could not have been written for a boy because it is just 
too difficult are silly.37 The ideas challenging BWV 51 as 
being written for a boy were not seriously raised until the 
1950s. Indeed, the 1940s Berlin edition of Bach’s Cantata 
BWV 51 still noted in the preface that it was probably 
some highly skilled boy or a young countertenor who 
was the lucky recipient of Bach’s musical challenge.38

Musicologists have occasionally identified the per-
formers of particular works during Bach’s lifetime by 
examining payment records, Bach’s own notes, and 
contemporaneous verbal or written descriptions. It is 
well known, for instance, that Bach’s favorite trumpeter 
was Gottfried Reiche (1667–1734); in fact, many of 

his trumpet solos were written for Reiche, including 
BWV 51. Meanwhile, in addition to Bindi and Bordoni, 
already mentioned as possibilities for singers who pre-
miered BWV 51,

[i]n the realm of pure fantasy could be young castrato 
Farinelli [Carlo Borschi, 1705–82] singing the Cantata 
51’s opening aria in Carlsbad, Bohemia, in the early 
summer of 1720 where Bach was visiting the spa with 
his Köthen prince Leopold. Meanwhile, Duke Christian 
from Saxe-Weißenfels could have been taking the baths, 
bringing in tow his court trumpeter, Johann Caspar 
Wilcken (c. 1662–1731) with talented young daughter 
Anna Magdalena (1701–1760).39

Renowned musicologist/performer Joshua Rifkin 
suggests that Christoph Nichelmann (1717–1762) is 
a possible candidate because Bach, being aware of his 
capabilities, accepted him willingly to the Thomasschule 
and Nichelmann matriculated into the school three 
weeks before the first performance.40

In his early years he was taught by two teachers named 
Vogel. His first teacher of music, especially in playing the 
piano [sic] was Andreas Schweinitz. After Schweinitz died 
Christoph studied with Matthias Christoph Lippe; both 
Schweinitz and Lippe were organists in Treuenbrietzen. 
Mister Johann Peter Bubel, the not-awkward cantor who 
is still alive now [1754], taught him singing.41

This lad’s reputation preceded him, for on the basis 
of his musical education, Bach accepted the young 

AGE AT TRINITY 1730 1744

Under 15 3 5
15 1 1
16 2 1
17 2 3
18 0 1 or 2
19 2 2, 3 or 4

20 or older 6 3 or 4
Total number in choir 16 17

Figure 3. Kurtzer; iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff. [Short 
but Most Necessary Draft], Werner Neumann and Hans-
Joachim Schulze, eds., Bach-Dokumente: Schriftstücke Von 
Der Hand Johann Sebastian Bachs, vol. I, 9 vols. (Kassel: 
Bärenreter, 1963), 154.
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Christoph into the ranks of the Thomasschule stu-
dents—now including Nichelmann.42

As any choir director will attest, having a boy with 
his reputation suddenly appear is a godsend; however, 
there are five things about Rifkin’s conjecture that do 
not sit well.
1. It is difficult to know if the boy’s singing teacher, 

Johann Peter Bubel, described as “not-awkward,”could 
have built the solid and fluent technique Nichelmann 
would have required to negotiate the rapid passage-
work and wide leaps.

2. Assuming the boy arrived in Leipzig in August 1730, 
he would have had only about three weeks to learn 
this exceedingly difficult cantata.

3. Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart states that 
“Since Oct. 6, 1730, he [Nichelmann] attended 
Thomas School in Leipzig as a student, where he par-
ticipated as a soprano in performances and became 
a pupil of J. S. Bach.”43 If so, Nichelmann entered 
the school after the Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity in 
September 1730.

4. Nichelmann biographer Dr. Michael Harald Krebs 
notes in an email that, “Nichelmann was not really 
one of Johann Sebastian Bachs students. There is a 
good case to believe he was a student of one of the 
Bach sons.”44

5. Christoph would have been thirteen years old when 
he matriculated into the Thomasschule, making him 
simply too young to master this challenging work.

While researching this article, I was simultaneously 
dumbstruck and exceedingly grateful to uncover Daw’s 
astounding work and the resulting data drawn there-
from. It is the digital equivalent of discovering previ-
ously unknown choral works of Hans von Bülow inside 
a box sitting on a dusty shelf in the Leipzig Stadtarchiv. 
(It actually happened to me.) One simply cannot hope 
for more.

And then, unbelievably, another resource appeared. In 
2012, Dr. Michael Maul, Research Institute Unit Head 
I, in the Bach-Archiv Leipzig, discovered a register of 
the students at the Thomasschule enrolled between 
1723–1750.45 Germans are noted as meticulous record 
keepers, so the register Maul found not only includes 
the name, birthdates, and the year each boy entered 
Thomasschule; it also includes biographic information 

such as his father’s name and occupation, if known. The 
records also report any advanced education the boy 
may have received, as well as the name of the university; 
additionally, entries frequently mention what kinds of 
careers the boy might have pursued after university. 

Based on all the data presented thus far, I hereby 
nominate five boys who might have sung BWV 51 on 
Sunday, September 17, 1730—winnowed from the 300+ 
students in the Thomasschule register. Kindly remem-
ber that I am guessing just as much as any scholar, 
performer, or online commentator. I use the following 
criteria to select each:
• he was one of Bach’s copyists, meaning he had excep-

tional ability and would have received supplemental 
instruction from Bach himself;

• he entered Thomasschule early enough to have studied 
voice with Bach;

• he was admitted early enough to allow him the neces-
sary time to learn the piece;

• he went on to university and earned advanced degrees;
• he subsequently had a successful career;
• his father’s occupation;
• and, perhaps most importantly, his age in 1730.

1. Johann Ludwig Krebs. Enrolled 1726, aged thirteen; 
his father was an organist; he received a degree from 
the University of Leipzig; he was also harpsichordist 
in the Leipzig Collegium musicum then organist in 
Zwickau from 1737–1744; he was seventeen in 1730.

2. Johann Tobias Krebs. Enrolled July 1729, aged thir-
teen; his father was an organist; he received a degree 
from the University of Leipzig—his dissertation was 
submitted in 1740 and he received a Baccalaureate 
in 1742, and PhD in 1743; he was vice principal then 
principal in Grimma from 1751–1769; he was four-
teen in 1730.

3. Samuel Gottlieb Heder. Enrolled 1725, aged twelve; 
his father was a minister; he was one of Bach’s main 
copyists; he received a degree from the University 
of Leipzig; he became court musician in Merseburg 
(1739); he was seventeen in 1730.

4. Johann August Stein. Enrolled 1727, aged fourteen; his 
father was a music director; he received a degree from 
the University of Leipzig; he was interim schoolmaster 
in Schönefeld where he was unsuccessful in his appli-
cation to become permanent schoolmaster (1738), 
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and he was substitute music director for his father in 
Taucha (1748–1757); he was eighteen in 1730.

5. Johann Ludwig Dietel. Enrolled June 1727, aged 
fourteen; his father was a music director; he was one 
of Bach’s main copyists; he received a degree from the 
University of Leipzig; he worked as a music director 
in Falkenhain from 1741–1773; he was seventeen 
in 1730.

In Kurtzer; iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff [Short 
but Most Necessary Draft], Bach names the boys of 
the first choir—the most skilled ensemble that sang in 
Thomaskirche and Nikolaikirche: “Therefore the follow-
ing are useful (1) Pezold, Lange, Stoll, Præfecti (Pezold, 
Lange and Stoll were prefects) Frick, Krause, Kittler, 
Pohlreüter, Stein, Burckhard, Siegler, Nitzer, Reichhard, 
Krebs major u. minor (older and younger), Schöneman, 
Heder und Dietel.”46 Perhaps unsurprisingly all five boys 
I put forth are included in his list.

It is easy to fantasize that every performance in the 
Thomaskirche was stunning—filled with passion and 
technical bravura; in reality, though, there would have 
certainly been off-days: boys caught colds; hungover vio-
linists did not show up; or Bach’s famously foul temper 
could have caused widespread anxiety and have had a 
deleterious effect on all assembled.

Yet, it’s equally possible to envision a sixteen or 
seventeen year old boy standing in the choir loft and, 
after the lengthy sermon, singing his heart out. After he 
sighed with relief at having nailed the high C, and the 
last notes of the ripieno died away, in my mind’s eye I 
see the workers and burghers and merchants turning 
in their pews to look up over their shoulders toward 
the loft to see the angel who made them want to spring 
up—risking the ire of the stern pastor—and applaud.
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O world, I cannot hold thee close enough!
Thy winds, thy wide grey skies!
Thy mists, that roll and rise!
Thy woods, this autumn day, that ache and sag
And all by cry with colour! That gaunt crag
To crust! To lift the lean of that black bluff!
World, World, I cannot get thee close enough!
 Edna St. Vincent Millay, from “God’s World”
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